




mulate contracts that place their business

partners in jeopardy?

Whatever reasons GCs have, they are off

base on one critical point: the question

of ethics. Ethics is another one of those

sticky words that just won’t go away. Yes,

might is right, money talks and BS

walks, but nobody who ever looked after

number one as the priority has ever been

a winner in the long run. Ethics is a word

that either has been sidelined or put on

a pedestal instead of being the stuff of

everyday relationships, mainly because

it’s not well understood.

Ethics are not morals. Morals are what

people follow because they’re told to or

else . . . . It’s something society does or

doesn’t enforce. Ethics is something a

person does of his own free will, because

he can think and decide for himself or

herself and is strong, decent and proud

enough to do the right thing. It’s orders

of magnitude senior to morals and laws.

What does this have to do with the real

world of construction and the fast world

of big business? Everything, because

ethics includes the idea of survival for all

parties, not just oneself. The simple rea-

son for this is that if everyone is out only

for number one, life sure becomes a bear.

If everyone works to make things work

for self and others, then cooperation

results and life’s a breeze. So when Mr.

GC tries to shove all penalties, liabilities

and risk off self and onto the subs, he can

expect life to become a bear.

Now maybe the GC is merely trying to

solve some problem that owners, subs,

OSHA, the government or God are

throwing at him. But entering into force

and/or chicanery, instead of communi-

cation and mutual assistance, to solve

problems is the same road that every

failed enterprise, from conquerors to

CEOs, has gone down. Force begets

counter force and there goes the whole

ball game.

A N Y O N E
SEEN THE GC?

Some subs suspect one driver behind the

lopsided contracts may be the funda-

mental shift in what GCs do these days.

“It’s my guess,” says one contractor, “that

the reason GCs are tilting the playing

field is that they don’t do any work on

the job anymore but just manage it.

They do have a man on the job and he

has responsibilities, but they are trying to

limit them, even to the point of putting

in their contracts that subs are meant to

coordinate with each other on the job to

resolve matters. Obviously, we do to a

certain extent anyway. But the GC is

ultimately responsible for the coordina-

tion and scheduling. We have been won-

dering lately what the GCs do. Many of

them have backed out of their real busi-

ness of construction into being brokers

and ‘construction managers.’ I can see

the GC’s side, but we all take risks in

business. Let’s stand up and take those

risks, not try to push them off on some-

one else.”

“GCs aren’t contributing much these

days,” agrees another contractor. “They

have a man on site who is supposed to

schedule, direct and pay for the job. I

can’t say this about all GCs, but some are

tending toward acting solely as a mid-

dleman, between the owner and the

subs, and avoiding all responsibility. If



GCs want to be so in name only, acting

purely as a gateway that makes the own-

er and subs responsible for everything,

then what are they bringing to the table,

really? We are seeing more and more of

this ‘no responsibility,’ such as telling

subs to work out problems on the site

with each other, and it’s quite frustrating.

Lawyers are behind this trend—I went

over a contract yesterday and used more

than 15 stickies to pinpoint problemat-

ic clauses.”

SO WHAT NOW?

Until those GCs who are tilting the play-

ing field come to their senses, it is the

opinion of subs interviewed that all subs

should take the time to read contracts

and negotiate to remove one-sided,

unfair clauses.

Don’t accept any paid-if-paid clauses,

and ensure that paid-when paid clauses

are understood to mean that the GC is

ultimately responsible for paying. You

don’t want some upset between the own-

er and the GC, which has nothing to do

with your own performance, preventing

your being paid.

Contest any demand that you give up

your lien and bond rights.

The rash of indemnifying clauses have to

go, because a GC can’t legally sign away

his liabilities, but you don’t want to have

to go to court to prove it. Indemnify

GG against losses as a result of your full

or partial negligence, but only to the

extent that the problem was caused by

your negligence.

One contractor used to handle one-sided

contracts by “placing them in a drawer

without signing until the job was over

and the GC needed a signed contract to

pay me. If no problem had occurred, I’d

sign.” This is not an advisable approach,

because it could be argued that, in start-

ing the job, he had agreed to the terms of

the contract—and some contracts even

include a statement to this effect.

He now sends the GC a letter objecting

to specific clauses in the contract and

then starts the job anyway He also adds

“a two-page addendum that I’ve com-

piled over the years, using portions of the

American Subcontractors Association’s

addendum. In doing so, I state that I

agree to the contract subject to the mod-

ifications set forth in the addendum, and

that the addendum takes precedence

over any inconsistent position in any part

of the entire contract. There have been

times when the contract and addendum

would have been significant in protect-

ing us if we had gone to court, but we’ve

been able to resolve disputes before they

went that far.”

The ASA has its own addendum, which

is a good starting point for anyone want-

ing to create his own (which should be

done in collaboration with legal and

insurance advisors).

Several subs stated that they go through

each contract, mark them up and nego-

tiate. Sometimes, the GC will change the

troubling clauses, and sometimes not. If

not, the subs either agree to the changes

after the GCs have explained them, or

they walk

One contractor pointed out that, “These

one-sided clauses attempt to circumvent



traditional law through private contracts,

and they violate legal precedents. If a sub

signs a contract containing such clauses,

however, he’s agreed to them, so what

can a judge say except, ‘Boy, are YOU
stupid!’?”

The message is that subs don’t have to

and shouldn’t take these contracts on the

chin—there are simple actions they can

take to ensure they have a level playing

field, including training on contracts at

legal seminars and joining associations.

“NAY FEAR”

It’s been said that the price of freedom is

constant alertness and willingness to

fight back. Some contractors are certain-

ly doing just that, and the price has not

been so heavy, really, as one contractor

states: “We did lose one job because we

didn’t agree with the contract, which isn’t

bad over all these years—proving that it

pays to stand up for one’s rights. If more

contractors stood up for their rights

more often, we would all be better off.

“If I were a GC and felt my contract was

the best thing for my company, and one

drywaller wouldn’t sign it but another

never gave me any flack about my con-

tract, there’s no question who would get

the business. I wouldn’t care if the dry-

wall company went out of business

because of my contract, because there are

always other drywallers.

“So the more subs who look at these con-

tracts, deal with these issues and confront

the GCs, the less places the GCs will

have to turn and the more willing they

will be to start writing fair contracts. We

are not looking for any advantage over

the GCs, just a level playing field.”

Another sub explained that “some GCs



become peeved when I insist on reading

and negotiating contracts, but when I go

through the contracts with them in their

office, they say, ‘Oh, I didn’t know that

was in there.’ Most GCs haven’t read

their contracts, either.”

Which brings up the possibility that the

fight brewing between GCs and subs

over contracts could be entirely the

handiwork of lawyers—after all, who

gets paid and enjoys job security from

conflicts over contracts? As another con-

tractor states, “Some subs cause GCs

trouble and sometimes force them into

court. Every time a GC’s lawyer finds a

new wrinkle, something is added to the

contract to cover the GC. That’s not

unreasonable, but lawyers have gone

beyond a defensive reduction of risk into

a proactive shifting of all risk to the subs.

“Judging by the contract data on their

Web site (www.agc.org), the lawyers at

the AGC (Associated General Contrac-

tors), if they haven’t actually been lead-

ing the charge, are certainly providing

covering fire and support to the idea that

GCs should offload all risk to subs.”

It’s usually true that, in any conflict, there

is an unsuspected third party whispering

in the ears of both parties about how bad

the other is. Maybe GCs should take

time out to reconsider where the whis-

pered words of wisdom from their legal

department are taking them.

It takes a team to erect a building, and

the team should be focused on bringing

about the end result efficiently, not on in-

fighting. The ASA has laid out, in its

Contracting Bill of Bights, how to create

a level playing field and improve the con-

struction industry. It’s worth all parties

reviewing the bill to ensure their policies

and actions align with the articles and so

ensure the building industry continues

to function to everyone’s advantage.
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